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Titiev: Research in Central America

Mischa Titiev

RESEARCH IN CENTRAL AMERICA
tribes of Indians that lived in the W~~tem
hemisphere before the coming of Columbus, the Maya
were most outstanding because of their intellectual ac·
complishments. Indeed, it is not without good reason that they
have sometimes been called, "The Greeks of the New World."
An example of their achievements was the development of a highly complicated hut accurate calendar, which was intimately related to their religious practices. From the recognition of this
situation there have stemmed two distinct branches of anthropological research: Archaeologists have labored to discover and
reconstruct all the details of prehistoric Mayan culture from the
many ruins that these people have left behind in Guatemala and
Yucatan; ethnographers and ethnologists have often sought to
determine the extent to which aboriginal Mayan practices ye.t_
survive among their descendants~ Maud Oakes' work belongs to
the latter category.
r
It was in the isolated village 'of Todos Santos Cuchumata~,
high in the mountains of northwe'it Gua~emala, that Miss Oakes,
after some preliminary exploratfons, decided to conduct her
s~udies. Here she located a hamlet inhabited. by Mam Indians,
whose language and physical appearance gave every evidence
that their forefathers were Mayan. The blend of ancient customs
and post-Spanish habits that the author wishedfo investigate is
represented by the two crosses mentioned in her title. "In front
of the church at Todos Santos," we learn from the prologue,
"stand two crosses, one tall and commanding in appearance,
made of ancient wood, the other short and squat, made of stones
and adobe, whitewashed.... The two cross~s symbolize the Indian and the ladino" [a person of Spanish language and culture] .
Several years ago, the Mam natives were ordered to pull down
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their old wooden cross and to replace it with one of stone. A series
of calamities followed. after which the Indians were given permission to re.erect the old cross beside the new one.
For seventeen months, from November 1945 to April 1947,
f\.faude Oakes lived in a little house at Todos Santos. During this
time she made first band observations of the daily life of the community, participated in social events, served as village doctor, and
studied in considerable detail the behavior of the local chimanes
or shaman-priests. The last mentioned portion of her program,
which makes up a large part of the volume under review, was carried out with the help of Don Pancho-"the only ladino liked
and respected by the Indians." At the suggestion of ~fiss Oakes,
Don Pancho first served as her agent in getting at the particulars
of chiman activities, and later he undertook to gain further insights by studying to become a chiman under the guidance of an
experienced practitioner. Don Pancho made notes of all his observations and experiences, and turned them over to the author,
who has included them in her work.
The Two Crosses of Todos Santos! contains a great deal of interesting and instructive material, both for the lay reader and the
professional anthropologist. The volume is handsomely printed
and well illustrated. It is too bad that some typographical flaws
detract from the attractiveness of the work, e.g., one line on page
17 is misplaced, and Atithin occurs in several instances without

I
I

an "I."

There is a provocative introduction by Paul Radin, and much
that merits discussion in the author's account of her field techniques. Taken together with the new material on Mam culture
that the volume contains, this book makes a welcome addition to
the literature that deals with the lives of contemporary Maya
Indians.
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The Tu'o Crosses of TodO$ Santos: Survivals of Mayan Religious Ritual, by Maud
Oakes. New York: Bollingen Series XXVII. Pantheon Books, 1951. xiii
274 pp.,
:22 plates. 5 figures. ~5'OO.
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Tax's volume,2like the book by Maud Oakes, is
concerned with the impact of European culture on the lives of
peoples now resident in various sectors of Central America. In
method and content, however, the two works differ markedly.
Heritage of Conquest presents the deliberations of a group of experts in Meso-American affairs, who were brought together in
New York by the \Venner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological
Research. The central core of the book consists of eleven articles
on various topics, each written by a different specialist. Additional material is provided in three essays that make summaries or
syntheses. a bibliography. and abstracts of discussions that occurred at various points during the oral presentation of the main
articles.
Since the topics covered range all the way from efforts to define
the boundaries of :Meso-America to a treatment of dance forms•
. it is not surprising that the book should be essentially discursive.
-In fact, it is not until one approaches the final pages that he begins to discover a son of conceptual framework that helps bind
all the material together. Gradually it becomes apparent that
nearly all the experts are concerned with varying problems pertaining to the societies now found in areas f<?rmerly dominated
by Nahua-speaking (chiefly Aztec) or Maya Indians. There is
general agreement. too, that the effects of European contact vary
among mountain. coastal, or plateau dwellers~ Indian and Ladino communities; urban or rural districts; primary and secondary agriculturalists; etc. In the end a consensus is reached to the
effect that there is a tendency for groups to move from a centripetal. Indian type of social structure to a centrifugal. Ladino
type of social system.
Heritage of Conquest is not the son of a book to be read
straight through. but it has considerable value as a referenc~ text.
PROFESSOR
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:: Heritage of Conquest: the Ethnolo!jY of Middle America, by Sol Tax and others.
Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1952. '12 pp. $5.00.
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A person interested in a given aspect of :Meso-American culture
would do well to read carefully the article bearing on his subject
and to consult the relevant items in the bibliography. Despite the
valiant efforts of Dr. Tax, there is little unity to the volume as a
whole. Above all, the transcripts of the oral discussions are often
. lifeless and frequently pointless. Moreover, in their printed form
they abound in grammatical and typographical errors.
As he read through the volume this reviewer was reminded
again and again of a heavily loaded plane that goes roaring down
a concrete runway but fails to take off.
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BRIEF REVIEWS
The Later D. H. Lawrence, selected, with introductions, by William
York Tindall. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 195 2 .449 pp. $5.

volume represents the coming back into print of still another
important segment of Lawrence. Last year Knopf reissued the American novel The Plumed Serpent; the selections in this new volume,
with the exception of the essays from Reflections on the Death of a
Porcupine, appeared under the Knopf imprint in the twenties and
thirties, dating in composition from Lawrence's American adventure
and the last years remaining to him in Europe. In this time of great
hazard for publishers, such reissue of Lawrence's work seems a doubly important gauge of the re-evaluation of Lawrence in recent years.
The important thing for the reader is that some of the best writing
of our time is once more available-the novelette St. Mawr; essays
from Reflections on the Death of a Porcupine, Mornings in Mexico, .
and Assorted Articles; and the long stories The Woman Who Rode
Away and The Man Who Died.
Tindall's introductions are modestly and sensitively done, with
just the right amount of exploration of Lawrence's art to direct but
not prejudice the reader. His study of symbol and myth never lapses
T HIS
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